ACROSS

1 Free water in Devon: a thousand pints (6)
4 Anger about new cooler, revolutionary housing (8)
9 Antelope's smell stifles another (6)
10 Female criminal unblemished (8)
12 Robust shelves occasionally put in loft (8)
13 Legendary doctor fitful, not right with students (6)
15 13's other half somewhere in Manchester area (4)
16 Helen with sore head latterly ordered shorts in bierkeller? (10)
19 Social worker consumes nuts and wine, in a daze (10)
20 Assorted dishes Naomi served, pizza slices penultimately (4)
23 Knocked on vacation, phone died — put on charge (6)
25 Former steakhouse in Ischia divided islanders here (8)
27 Northumbrian tucks into mostly crushed dumpling (8)
28 One takes pics privately when in this (6)
29 Broadcast of Eisenhower, Warhol, Marilyn Monroe perhaps (3,5)
30 Interrupt speech by George Cole (second half) (6)

DOWN

1 Nag with ‘Attention, flyers! Belt up!’ (7)
2 Cosmetic beginning to enliven the old dog (9)
3 Wader quietly joins duck on river (6)
5 Unimportant papers on banks of Loire (4)
6 Quarter daughter probes while relocating somewhere in Asia (3,5)
7 Cold chop Yankee finds difficult to eat? (5)
8 Character in Delos recording sculpture of lions (7)
11 Boozy drink this writer has, over nighttime void, in both hands (7)
14 Book old rock band (7)
17 Writer of Pot Black theme music (honky-tonk) shown at end? (9)
18 Plant over in bar nicked by heavy drinkers (4,4)
19 Flashy aristocrat contracted that in Paris (7)
21 Printing unit worried about article for issue (7)
22 Troublemaker in jailhouse can empower insurgent (6)
24 Maybe bishop's spiritual objective when preaching? (5)
26 PC left inside school (4)